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Image of the Month: February
Title: Waterline
Author: Peter Sherlock
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MPS President’s Message.
I am pleased to say the year has started on a positive note. The MPS Awards Night went off with a
bang, a great social get-together and a yarn with friends. The Bowls Competition was tight and a
variety of techniques were on display. There was sabotage on some ends from adjacent lanes,
cheating and ball tampering. Worst of all, and it didn’t go unnoticed, some members have clearly been
secretly training for the now ‘Annual Bowls Competition’, poor form Cyril, Last Man Standing indeed.
Congratulations to all our award recipients in the various categories. Brett Atkin made a stunning
return to the competition winners circle, after a long absence recovering from a sprained right index
finger. Brett was last seen late on the Friday night arranging for a taxi truck to pick up all his loot. Well
done Brett, you certainly deserved all your awards. A well-deserved congratulations must go to our
TOP SHOT winner for 2021, Dr Consistent, Eddie Lim for his monochrome image ‘Wheels’
Congratulations to all those whose personal milestones were recognised for their number of Merit
awards achieved in Digital Colour, Monochrome and/or Themed Image categories.
Our February Competition Night was our first night back at the hall for quite some time. We had an
interesting evening with our judge, Nigel Smith, Zooming into the live audience at the hall. Nigel
conducted an online judging of the Digital categories and Neil Loomes and I judged Monochrome and
Colour Print categories, respectively. Unfortunately, judging started quite late and the evening
became a little compressed by the time we got to the print section, so I apologise for the limited
feedback on member’s Print images as we neared 10pm and beyond. Competitions and awards are a
big part of our Club’s activities, and they just don’t happen by themselves. A lot of work goes into
coordinating this sector and central to its success has been one man, Robert Rosee. Robert has been
the MPS Competition Secretary for 17 years and at our January Committee Meeting Robert
announced his pending retirement at the 2022 AGM, when he will not stand for re-election. Robert is
a “Life Member” of the MPS and the 17 years as Competition Secretary is a testimony to his
dedication to the task and members. On behalf of all members, I thank Robert so much for that
contribution. To assist with a smooth management transition in this role the Committee is seeking a
member who might be interested in taking on the role of Competition Secretary. We would expect that
person to assist Robert up until the AGM to get an understanding of the role. Anyone who is
interested should please contact me. I am pleased to announce, following advice from Neil Loomes,
our secretary, that NSW Customer Service, Registry and Accreditation, has formally accepted the
Macarthur Photographic Society’s Constitutional amendments. We now have a new Constitution. A
huge effort was put into the redrafting of the MPS Constitution, so I must thank Tony Law and Neil
Loomes for their hours of work, Bett Atkins for his considerable input and all other members who
contributed their thoughts and ideas to this process. A Job well done. We have a very busy year
ahead of us with quite a few projects and activities held over from 2020 and 2021 that we will try to fit
in and around our normal obligations. There is the Snowy Trip that is in the final booking stages, the
Inter-Club Competition that MPS is scheduled to run this year and there is the NTC exhibition to be
rescheduled as well, just to name a few.
So, tighten your camera straps and hang on!
Peter Sherlock
President
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BACK TO THE HALL
We successfully made it back to the hall after a long 2 years away due to the covid-19 pandemic,
Nigel Smith was our judge on Zoom alongside our other 2 judges, Peter Sherlock, and Neil Loomes.
After a little bit of a shakey start , the meeting went ahead with some terrific images presented in both
digital and printed categories. It was terrific to be back and to be able to socialise once again ,
although we still need to follow protocols to keep ourselves and each other safe. It was also good to
see some printed images reappearing after only seeing digital ones for so long.
A terrific start to 2022, we can’t wait to see what the rest of the year holds for us all.

Peter Sherlock with his winning image for the month

Some of our printed monochrome images

Neil Loomes Judging the monochrome prints

Our Zoom judge for the night Nigel Smith

A photograph is the pause button of life
~ Author Unknown
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Some of our awarded colour prints

One of the winning colour digital images

One of the winning digital monochrome images

Tony masking up

A winning-coloured print
All images taken by David Williams

Peter Sherlock judging the coloured prints

The zoom meeting about to start

A winning monochrome print
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COMPETITION RESULTS
February 2022 Competition

Judged by Nigel Smith

19 members entered a total of 87 images, 24 Distinctions & 21 Credits were awarded as follows:
Colour Prints

8 Images

4 Distinctions

3 Credits

Monochrome Prints

9 Images

3 Distinctions

5 Credits

Projected Images

26 images

9 Distinctions

3 Credits

22 images

4 Distinctions

9 Credits

22 images

5 Distinctions

5 Credits

Colour
Projected Images
Monochrome
Themed – Reflections

Image Of The Month Peter Sherlock’s Colour Projected Image “Waterline”

R Rosee Competition Secretary
Images from the night

Eddie - Lim Bull

Eileen Neville - Lemons

Jeff Brew - Ghost Owl

Jenny Delaporte - Shimmering Crown

Kristina Marta Took - City In A Bubble
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COMMITTEE
The Executive Committee
President

Peter Sherlock

Treasurer

Tony Law

Secretary

Neil Loomes

Office Bearers
Vice President

David Williams

Competition Secretary

Robert Rosee

Program Coordinator

Eddie Lim

Member Liaison Officer

Eileen Neville

Social Secretary

Lisa Everett

Cable Release Editor

Jenny Delaporte

Publicity Officer

Brett Atkins

Assistant Secretary

Marie McLaurin

Committee Support Team
Provisions Officer
Webmaster
Digital Projectionist
Club Photographer
Sound Technician

David Williams
Neil Loomes
Brett Atkins
Christine Maidment
Vacant
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NEXT MONTH COMPETITION MEETING
Our next Competition Meeting is on Wednesday 9TH of March and our judge will be Linda
Fury
As well as the normal colour and mono digital categories, the theme for the creative category in
March is Looking Up. Monochrome and colour prints will also be a feature of the night.

Image by Theclickcommunity

Image by Lens Culture

Shooting From Below
When you shoot a photo from below a subject, you can make the viewer feel as though the subject is
in control of a situation. The simple act of looking up at a subject can impart a feeling of smallness,
loss of control or a sense that the subject (or object) is unobtainable. This has been used in real-world
situations throughout history. For example, thrones are set higher than other chairs, judges sit on a
podium and executive desks are just a bit taller than normal desks. Like almost everything in
photography, this goes back to our instinctual reactions to situations. In a forest of tall trees, we feel
small when looking up. Shooting with an upwards angle allows us to tap into this instinctive response.
Digital entries only are accepted for the themed category and as usual they will need to be submitted
to the Competition Secretary by the Sunday before the meeting, 6th March, along with your payment
advise slip to the Treasurer. Competition categories are as follows printed colour and monochrome,
digital colour and monochrome and the themed section. Only 5 images across all categories are
allowed with a maximum of 2 per category.

Competition details will be distributed the week prior to the meeting.
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PRESENTATIONS
PRESENTATION MEETING
Our presentation meeting on March 23rd will be a tabletop workshop. Members are asked to bring
some form of lighting , whether it be a torch , candle, or lamp etc and objects to set up and
photograph. It is an interesting night to attend, as you can learn a lot from each other. In previous
years we have had so many different objects to photograph from flowers to musical instruments, even
some Lego, so come along and enjoy the night.

Images by Jenny Delaporte

Image sourced from Pinterest

Image sourced from Amazon

Image by Fix the photo

Image by Fix the photo

Image by Dragon Matrix

Image sourced from 500PX
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EVENTS
Our Presentation and barefoot bowls night went off without a hitch. It was a terrific night with lots of laughs,
great company and not to mention a great feed. Of course, the purpose of the event was to present all the
well-deserved awards for some of our members. Congratulations to all our winning members.
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EVENTS

Images By Christine Maidment and Eddie Lim
For more Images check out our Facebook Page https://www.facebook.com/MacarthurPhotographicSociety
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CLUB INFORMATION
THE SNOWY MOUNTAINS TRIP
You would have all received an email now as to what is happening and what dates you will be heading off on
an exciting 8 days away. You will be leaving on a 12-seater bus followed by some members in their own
transport. On your list is Tumut, Jindabyne, Cooma, Kosciuszko and Thredbo to name a few.

Kosciuszko National Park. Photo: Mike Bremers

Thredbo River Photo by Tom Putt

Check List
Winter woolies , gloves and hats and some cooler clothes
Camera gear all clean and shiny , don’t forget your tripods
Snacks for along the way
Medications if you are on any, someone should have a first aid kit with them for all the scrapes and bruises if
there are any.

Crackenback Resort Photo from Visit NSW

Tumut Photo by Stephen Crawford
Photography
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A Photo Walk at Sydney Zoo
The Wednesday coffee group kicked off 2022 with their first photo walk to Sydney Zoo on the Great
Western Highway Bungarribee. It was a warm day but most of the animals graced them with their
presence. As usual they had coffee, morning tea and lunch with a chat about everything. Firm
friendships are formed on days just like this. It’s not just about the photography, it’s also a social
outing. They were out in the fresh air getting exercise, enjoying the company of like-minded friends
and they got to take some wonderful images. Who could ask for more? Sit back and enjoy a few of
images taken on the day.

Images By Eddie Lim

Images By Kristina Marta Took

Images By Cyril Kirkland
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Sydney Zoo

Images By David Williams

Images By Marie McLaurin

Images By Bruce Wallace
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Sydney Zoo

Images By Jenny Delaporte

Images By Tony Law

Image From LinkedIn
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FEATURED MEMBER
LYN FORBES

My photographic journey…cameras…visual diaries
I hope my words encourage new members to keep learning about photography. I’m no expert, but I
am improving. So, a few words about my background and how I have come a long way in
photography, even though I thought it would never happen. Be encouraged by my journey.

Me…and cameras
Photography has always fascinated me. That a second of one’s life could be captured in an instant
was truly amazing. As a child, I loved nothing better than to go through the box of photos and the
family photo albums, particularly the one that my Nanna had made of her trip back to England and
Ireland. It contained photos and postcards of exotic places, animals, and people. No words were
needed, as they had no meaning. Egypt meant nothing to me as a word, but to see photos and
postcards about the desert and camels, a different story! A photo can tell a story better than a few
words. Gilles Peress stated I don’t trust words, I trust pictures. A photo shows the experience of a
photographer and what is happening at that time. A camera is a save button for the mind’s eye (Roger
Kingston).
I have always taken photos since I got my first camera in my early teens. I can’t remember what it was
although Kodak Instamatic springs to mind. I loved taking photos then waiting a few days for them to
be developed at the local photographic shop. In my early years they were always black and white.
Then colour film came into my world! The photos, printed in Sydney seemed to take weeks. At first I
was pleased with the results but over time, I was often disappointed as they didn’t match what I
remembered. I know now that the quality of the early colour wasn’t that good. I relate to colour more
strongly than B&W.
As I grew older, my cameras and the film improved, although I was still often disappointed. Dad
decided that he would give me the manual camera (a Voightlander) that his younger brother had
given him, but I just never got it or understood how to work it. Well, it had an external light meter after
all!! He tried a few times to teach me, but it usually resulted in tears (of frustration) in both of us! Haha! See, nothing has changed!
By the time I started teaching in 1981, I had a Ricoh camera. It took some great photos, and I was
usually pleased with the results. Sadly, that camera got broken by a flatmate. I was without a camera
for some 18 months, which was quite awful. I could not afford to replace it during that time as it was
on the bottom of my list of necessary purchases. Eventually I bought another Ricoh, this time with a
small zoom! I thought I had it made! It actually took great photos. Sadly, that camera got stolen at a
wedding towards the end of 2006, and again I was without a camera. I even bought a disposable
camera to take photos on a day trip to the Blue Mountains as I was so lost without one!
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I always used photos in teaching, recording things that the kids made, excursions, swimming
carnivals, projects etc. I made them into books where the kids had to write a recount for each photo. I
made hundreds of books over the years. They were a visual diary, supporting the learning of each
child. I also filled many photo albums of my personal life. However, I recently took them out of the
albums to preserve them, as many of the albums used were made with that sticky plastic that has
proved disastrous. More on albums later.

My million-dollar photo taken in Salzburg. Shutter lag allowed these two birds to fly into the scene.

So, by 2008 I was facing quite a dilemma. I needed a camera, but what to get! Friends were acquiring
digital cameras, but I did not like the way they printed their photos, as many were self-printed on
paper and quite poor in quality. I wanted the traditional photo. A few discussions later and I realised I
could still get lovely photos. A friend decided she would help me get a new camera tax free as she
was off on a holiday to Bali. I nearly didn’t get it as the Customs in Bali wanted to confiscate it, but
after much heated ‘discussion’ they kept it for her to collect on the way out. She was surprised that
she got it back. Anyway, I finally had a camera which was a Fujifilm Finepix S1000. It was fantastic to
use. However, the electronic zoom only lasted about 18 months, so I purchased a Fujifilm HS 10, a
compact camera.

Me…learning…and old dogs
At this point, I want to emphasise the importance of learning about cameras and photography,
especially if technology is not your strength. I did a basic photography course at Macarthur
Community College. The course was held over six weeks. I recommend that new photographers do
such a course, as the one-off courses don’t allow for consolidation, unless you already have
photographic knowledge. By 2012 I was keen to advance my skills but could not participate in any
further courses unless I had a DSLR camera.
So, in September 2012, I purchased my first SLR (actually SLT) Sony camera. This allowed me to
participate in another multiple week course run at the College. I also did some day courses. The
following year I needed to consolidate my knowledge and did the second part of another teacher’s
course. So, you can teach an old dog new tricks! Unbelievable!
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I currently use a Sony mirrorless A7 ll for general use, and for birds I use an Olympus Mirrorless EM 1
Mark ll with 100-400mm lens. In 2015 I joined the MPS. I must admit that sometimes the things that
were discussed during meetings made no sense to me. But I stuck it out and I truly surprise myself
how much knowledge I have gained over the years! Perhaps I will always be behind, but I keep
trying!! Ha-ha!
After an MPS course run by Mark Galer (Adobe Ambassador and Sony cameras in Australia), I sat
next to him at dinner. In conversation he asked me how I found using Photoshop and I had to admit to
him that I didn’t and that I was fairly useless with technology. I explained that when God gave out the
technological brains, I got the bits that were left over and therefore none join up, creating chaos! Haha! And that is how it can feel, despite how hard I try. I have since completed two courses about
Photoshop and failed them. Maybe I just need a third?
One is always learning! I must not give up!

Winning photo in Macarthur Nature competition

The swan family at Park Central in Campbelltown

Me…photographs and visual diaries
So, what do you do with all your thousands of photographs? I had many photo albums assembled
over the years. They came with information about each photo. But with the advancement of the digital
world, we can now go one step better than an album…we can make a book, a photo book. It will be a
visual diary for the future. They are now cheap to produce and make wonderful presents, not only for
yourself but for others too. Don’t send your photographs to the clouds, as we know what happens with
clouds…they disappear as they lose their water! Many people keep their photos in their phones and
when they want to show you some new shots, unless organised, take forever to find them. I was given
two vouchers to make photobooks after an overseas holiday in 2012. I managed, even though
technologically challenged me, to produce the two books. I even made two more of the trip as I had
covered a fair chunk of Europe. Since then, I have made many photobooks.
They are the perfect place for storing your photos. They are an excellent present for those that have
everything. If I go to an event, I ask the host if they would like me to take photos of the event and then
this would be made into a photobook as their present. I have always been swamped by their
happiness at such an idea. Besides holiday books, I have made photobooks for birthdays - special
ones too (70th, 90th); first year of a child’s life; family life over 12 months (Cousins); specific subjects
(birds, bird banding, butterflies, flowers, favourite photos, farewells); and 3 books (engagement, bridal
shower and wedding) for a friend and her daughter; calendars; canvas prints; and every year since
2016, I have made a book titled Out and About which records the events, activities and my MPS
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photographic competition results for the year. In 2018 I even made two books! I have yet to do one for
this year, but when I have made one about the swans, I will be ready to make the Out and About for
2021. The last couple, due to covid have included individual visits I have made to the beach, Mt
Annan gardens etc. They are wonderful records of my year.

During the covid lock-down of 2021, I followed the life of six cygnets that were brought to adulthood at
Park Central, Campbelltown. The parents made their nest in the main pond close to the private
hospital. This pond also has a working fountain. It amazed many of the locals that they were able to
rear the six cygnets to their teenage years due to the many hazards that could prevent this. The
fountain pond was man-made, while the others in the area were left to go to a natural state after being
dammed when the area was being developed. There are a series of three natural ponds to the south
of the fountain pond, with other connected ponds are across a busy road heading towards Market
Fair. The six survived large eels, foxes, dogs, the road, and people feeding them bread and other
unsuitable foods. They had wonderful parents, who were very protective, although they got to know
me and let me get fairly close to the cygnets. There was something special about being so close to
them, although still wild birds.
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Me…making a photobook
I often get asked how I made the various books. My original vouchers were for a company called
Photobook Australia. So, I have stayed with them, purely because I know how their system works,
they offer many great deals, and the quality is great. The books are made in Kuala Lumpur, although
they have an office in Melbourne, which is super handy when things go wrong! Back in 2012, I was
able to download the program to my laptop. I still use this although I know it is being phased out to
working online. When I finish the book, it is easy enough to upload to their site although often slowly
back then. Now that the internet is faster, it takes no time to upload the book. I actually like this
method as you could work on it and not be attached to the internet. Let me get you started………

Step 1: Make sure you have the photos ready. Do all the processing on them, crop, and then send
them to one folder, usually labelled with the book’s title. I always have extras in case I decide on
adding more. If they are to be in a certain order (as I need to do when writing about the growth of the
cygnets), then only do a couple of photos at a time. Many of the book companies offer to put the
photos onto the page, which is often a random selection depending upon how they have organised
the pages.

Step 2: Decide on how you want the pages to be organised. The company I use always has the
pages displaying a certain number of photos for that page. You can either use their page or delete
and organise your own page. You are given many options. You will then need to import your photos
into the program. Each company uses their own way of doing things.

Step 3: Drag the photos for that page into the border outlines. You will be able to select a border,
background, extra stickers etc once the photos are on the page.

Step 4: At this stage, I would be adding print to the page if needed. You will need to type this in a
box on the page and position where you want it. Think about a background…plain white/black, other
colours; printed page; your own photo as a background. Lots of options to do many things.
Step 5: You will need to proof read your draft. Photobook Australia lets you know if there are extra
boxes not used; if the quality of the photo is poor; etc. It won’t do a spell check, so you really need to
be careful with your spelling and punctuation. At this stage you can see how your photo book looks
when printed. Lack of spell-check can be a negative for some people.
Step 6: If you are really sure that all is good, then you will be able to create a proof before sending it
off to the company. I suspect other companies have different ways of doing this.

Step 7: Photobook Australia then notifies you that the upload was successful and gives you a
tracking number to follow. It arrives quite quickly. The slowest part of the journey is the post in
Australia!

Hints
1. There are usually some basic sliders to change how a photo looks but use only for brightness etc
on the page. If you use black background, you will need to increase the brightness.
2. You can choose the colour of the printing, although I use white for a black background.
3. You can flip the photo to face in the opposite direction if needed.
4. You can add shadow to some printing, choosing from colours that complement the page.
5. There are many font styles to choose from. Keep a record of what you use for future reference.
6. Don’t make the print too large on your computer version as it will look massive in the printed book.
7. Organise your book to be printed in plenty of time if it is a present.
8. Photobook Australia has specials all the time. They can give you three to six months to organise
and use the vouchers. There are many companies that make photobooks.
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The swan family at Park Central

Playing with macro (lady beetle)

Square Waffle in Campbelltown - Chronicle cover

Camden Farm

Peacock spider
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Vine at Mt Annan

Abstract seagull

Droplets on a dandelion

Lady beetles

Let your words be few and your exposures be many
~ Author Unknown
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Lady at Fishers Ghost Parade

Violet

Abstract agapanthus

Frog reflection

CONCLUSION
There is none! Keep taking photos, do courses and naturally, have fun! The journey will take you to
many unexpected places. Always have your camera with you, just in case!
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TIPS AND TRICKS
Always be ready

Be as prepared as a boy scout and always be ready to snap a shot. Most digital SLR’s have nearly
instantaneous start up times, and it takes almost no extra battery power to leave your camera on.
Keep your camera on one of the semi-auto or fully automatic modes for unexpected pictures before
your subject flies, drives, or runs away. You can always switch back to your preferred mode when you
have time to adjust for a stationary subject. Sometimes you only have a split second to capture a
great shot.

Straighten and crop when editing

You should try to straighten shots by looking through your camera’s viewfinder before capturing an
image, but it’s not always easy to get this perfect on the first try. The viewfinder or the preview on your
LCD is quite small compared to full screen editing so you may realize it needs adjusting once you see
it on a bigger screen. Simply rotate your images in post-production software and crop out the empty
spaces.
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TIPS AND TRICKS
Keep both eyes open when looking through the rangefinder

This has a few advantages. When shooting portraits, your subjects will be able to ‘connect’ with you
by seeing one of your eyes. Without this, many subjects can feel a little bit uneasy like you’re hiding
behind the camera. Secondly, keeping both eyes open lets you monitor what’s out of the frame so you
can predict when your subject will enter the frame. This is important for capturing sports, animals, or
any kind of action shots.
Make use of reflections

There are lots of unique opportunities if you pay attention where most people don’t. One of the things
to look out for are reflections. You can find them after (or even during) rainy days, in puddles, in lakes
and even in swimming pools. Water isn’t the only source, try mirrors, big glass windows, and chromed
out fixtures.

Photograph what you love
Focusing on what you love will make photography more enjoyable for you. If you are passionate
about nature, people, pets, or something else entirely, start learning by taking pictures of it. This will
keep you interested in photography and allow you to overcome learning obstacles without breaking a
sweat.
Images and information from borrowlenses.com
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PROGRAM
February the 9th
Competition Judge – Nigel Smith
Theme: Reflections

February the 23rd
Presenter – Brett Mezen
Nocturnal Wildlife Photography

March the 9th
Competition Judge- Linda Fury
Theme: Looking up

March the 23rd
Tabletop Workshop

April the 13th
Competition Judge- Colin Talbot
Theme: Directional Light

April the 27th
Presenter-TBA

May the 11th
Competition Judge -TBA
Theme: Street Photography

May the 25th
Presenter- Sandra Dan

June the 8th
Competition Judge- Sandra Dan
Theme; Intentional Camera Movement

June the 22nd
Presenter- Brett Atkins (Gadgetry)
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July the 13th
Competition Judge- TBA
Theme: TBA

July the 27th
Annual General Meeting

August the 10th
Competition Judge- TBA
Theme: Framing

August the 24th
Presenter- TBA

September the 14th
Competition Judge- TBA
Theme: Creative Beach Photography

September the 28th
Presenter- Colin Talbot

October the 12th
Competition Judge- John and Leanne Alessi
Theme: Vintage Image (looks like it was taken 60+ years ago, subject, lighting, processing, paging etc)

October the 26th
Presenter- TBA

November the 9th
Competition Judge – TBA
Theme: Night Scenes

November the 23rd
Presenter- TBA

December the 14th
Top Shot Judge- TBA
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Photography
is the only language
that can be
understood
anywhere in the world
Author Bruno Barbey

